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When experiencing infertility, the unexpected happens. Your feelings about yourself and your

relationship with others and your belief in God are confused and complicated. Dancing Upon Barren

Land - Prayer, Scripture Reflections, and Hope for Infertility is a helpful companion for those dark,

lonely days. *Specific Prayers Topics and Supporting Scripture *Helpful Truths to Living Life While

You Wait *Supporting Ideas for Family Members or Friends *Resource Aid for Ministry Leader

*Discussion Topics for Support Groups
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Lesli Westfall is no stranger to infertility. She experienced the painful emotions and asked God

endless questions, but God turned her disappointments into appointments with Him and healed her

from the grief of infertility. While leading a Christian infertility support group, Lesli formed a deep

compassion for others dealing with the pain of childlessness. She created a Christian online

ministry, Dancing Upon Barren Land - Spiritual Nourishment for the Infertility Road.

This is a must read for anyone experiencing infertility. The author has a beautiful testimony that will

speak to your heart. The book is insightful, compassionate and uplifting. It brings healing for your

hurting heart and longing soul while giving hope for the future. It also encourages you how to live

while you are waiting. It reminded me once again that God has not forgotten any of us on this

journey.



I've read this book twice now and have been helped tremendously each time. This journey of

infertility is a long and winding road only understood by those who've gone before.

Bought this for a friend and she said it was really helpful in directing her prayers

This book is very thoughtful and encouraging. I love that it has scripture for any time of despair and

joy.

great book

When in the trenches of infertility it is easy to become angry and bitter. This book provides scripture

and prayer for all kinds of scenarios and emotions. It's not a book you necessarily read front to

back, the main part of the book is in sections for what you are feeling now. I love that I can pick it up

and go right to the prayer I need when I'm in that place. Recommend this for anyone who is

struggling with IF and looking for a little peace.

this book was ok, just not what I was expecting. The prayers took a little more space than anything

and most of the prayers I couldn't use. This book just wasn't really helpful to me...

There are few things that can challenge one's spirit in the way that trying to build a family through

fertility treatment or adoption can, particularly when your efforts are met with disappointment. The

uncertainty, fear, heartbreak, and feelings of inadequacy can be crushing. It can leave you feeling

like you have nowhere to turn. In this beautiful little book, Lesli Westfall speaks right to that pain and

seeks to uplift her readers with well chosen scripture, and wonderfully written prayers.Since she has

traveled this journey, Lesli's prayers demonstrate an acute awareness of the sense of loss,

challenges, and conflict that so many couples are faced with. Each speaks to a different issue and

are so spot on! From adoption and finances to fear and baby-related holidays, Lesli generously

offers prayers for all.DUBL is an excellent resource for "done for you" devotionals that can be

exactly the instant lift in spirits and hope that you need on this journey. LOVE IT!!
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